Abstract—Fluoroscopic x-ray is an essential tool for orthopedic surgery, especially, Close Intramedullary Nailing Operation. Close intramedullary nailing is a very efficiency technique for treatment the long bone fracture. In this technique, surgeon is required to insert an intramedullary nail into the medullary canal to stabilize the fractured bone. The most difficult task for the surgeon is to identify two screwing holes at the distal location of the nail. In conventional method, surgeon requires a lot of fluoroscopic exposures to recover distal interlocking holes. Therefore, both of surgeon and patient continually absorb an irradiation that is harmful for their long term health.

This paper presents a system for fluoroscopic navigation in close intramedullary nailing. The systems are integrated with three sub-systems: 1) A recovery of distal interlocking holes system for locating distal interlocking holes. 2) An optical tracking system for registering an x-ray image coordinate into the world coordinate. 3) A surgical guiding robot system for guiding a position and orientation of distal interlocking holes using robot guidance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Orthopedic surgery is one of the most common operations in hospitals. Closed intramedullary nailing (Closed Nailing) is a frequent orthopedic treatment for fixing a long bone’s fractures. This technique requires the surgeon to insert an intramedullary nail into the bone canal of the fractured long bone, such as, femur, tibia and humerus, after bone-fixing process. The intramedullary nail is used as an internal structure to hold the fractures together in their proper shapes. Closed Nailing is a minimally invasive surgery (MIS) which requires only a few small incisions during its process. That can prevent an infection at wound area and a bone can be healed by conventional healing process. Since surgeon inserted a nail into a bone completely. Surgeon proceeds to the interlocking process. This process Surgeon needs to drill a bone and interlock by insert two screws into proximal and distal holes of intramedullary nail. At the proximal interlocking hole is easy to locate because a surgeon can use a mechanical mounted targeting device to aim that proximal hole. However, the most difficult task of this process is to locate position and orientation of distal interlocking holes. The two major causes of the difficulty of distal locking are: 1) C-arm image is two-dimensional image but the bone drilling trajectory needs to guide in three-dimensions. Therefore, a large number of C-arm images are required to target a bone drilling trajectory. That requires many time and x-ray radiation in the operation. 2) Intramedullary nail is deformed by external force and toques [1] during the insertion that changes a shape and position of distal holes in nail. Then an external mechanical guide cannot be used to target a drilling trajectory. In conventional method surgeon uses Fluoroscopic X-ray (C-arm) images to locate and identify the position and orientation of a distal locking hole of intramedullary nail. A surgeon uses trial and error to adjust C-arm into right position that is perpendicular with distal holes axis and makes distal holes appear perfectly circular shape on the screen. Therefore, a large number of X-ray images are required. The effect of X-ray radiation harms to both of surgeon and patient in long term health. The overall of radiation exposure time in close intramedullary nailing operation varies from 3 minute to 30 minute with 31%-51% of the overall radiation being from distal locking only depend on the patient anatomy and the surgeon’s skill [2].

Many devices and techniques [3] have been developed to overcome these difficulties. For example, nail mounted targeting device, image intensifier mounted targeting device, self locking nailing system, stereo fluoroscopy and computer navigation system. However, these devices and techniques have several disadvantages. For example, these devices are lack of versatility and user-interface. These are also not easy to use.

The concept of the proposed approach is to integrate systems including image processing system to locate position and orientation of distal interlocking holes, tracking and matching coordinate system and guidance system. The integrated system used for generating a navigation trajectory path of distal locking holes drilling axis.
II. RELATED WORK

Many Computer Integrated Surgery Systems [4] have been proposed to assist operation especially in distal interlocking holes targeting. The main goal is to reduce the difficulties in process, reduce time consuming and use a small number of X-ray exposure. Thierry Leloup et al. [5-6] developed a technique to recover a distal locking hole which used only two fluoroscopic images and not need to take at the axis of hole. Both of two images are used to determine a contour image of a nail and distal interlocking hole. The both contour images acquired in different projection plane. The three dimensional model of nail and distal interlocking hole is constructed with the intersection of two projection cones of nail. That model can be visualized in perspective on the computer screen. In vivo experiments the accuracy is approximate 1.5 mm in translation and 1 degree in rotation.

Guoyan Zheng et al. [7] developed an automatic recovery of distal interlocking hole. This work based on two calibrated and registered fluoroscopic images. They defined the recovery problem into a sequential two-stage model-base optimal fitting process. The first stage nail axis determination stage is used iteratively fitting a cylindrical model to the image to estimate the axis of the distal interlocking holes. Then, next stage for resolving the translation and orientation of the distal interlocking holes around the estimated axis from first stage by using iteratively fitting the geometrical models of the distal interlocking holes. In vitro experiments were shown an average angular error of 0.48 degree and translational error of 0.09 mm.

Another approach proposed a system which used robot to guide distal interlocking holes. Yaniv and Joskowicz [8-9] developed a precise robot assisted guide positioning for distal locking intramedullary nail. This robot is a bone-mounted miniature robot fitted with a drill guide. The robot rigidly attached to the nail or bone. Therefore, the system was not serious about leg immobilization. The system automatic positioning a mechanical drill guide that mounted on a robot using single fluoroscopic image. The system is used 3-D Hough transform to locate the nail contour. The mean accuracy in vitro experiment is angular error of 1.3 degree and translation error of 3 mm.

III. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Overall system

This system consists of three major systems. The first system is a part for recovery distal locking holes axis with a few X-ray images. The second is a tracking system for matching a spatial X-ray coordinate (2-dimensional) into world environment coordinate (3-dimensional) using optical tracking system. Hence, the position and orientation of distal interlocking nail can be determined in world environment coordinate. The last system is a laser robot guidance system to generate a navigation trajectory path using information from second part. This robot is attached with a laser at the end of end-effector that can be point and guide a bone drilling trajectory. All of these systems use a computer to integrate three systems into a navigation system for distal locking of close intramedullary nail as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. A diagram of overall system.](image)

The process of this system start from C-arm acquires an image then sends into computer to calculate a position and orientation of distal interlocking holes. Simultaneously an optical tracking system also sends information of position and orientation in each object to computer. The computer receives all of information to calculate a position and orientation of distal interlocking holes axes in world environment coordinate and sends that position to control guiding robot for guiding a surgeon by pointing a laser beam. The detail in each system will describe in next topic below.

B. Recovery Distal Interlocking Hole System

In preliminary stage this paper simulated a fluoroscopic image in different angle of distal interlocking holes. First step image is converted in to black and white image (binary image). Then, binary image is contoured by canny edge detection algorithm. The fitting ellipse [10-11] algorithm applied to find a location of distal interlocking holes. This algorithm provided a position, and a length of major and minor axis of distal interlocking holes. All of information in each different angle image of distal interlocking holes are stored in pre-operation phase.
In intra-operation required two images in different angle. Those two images are processed to find a position, a length of major and minor axis. Afterward, the real-time matching process compared a data from pre-operation to predict an angular rotation of distal interlocking holes. The algorithm is based on our previous studies in [12-14].

C. Tracking System

Optical tracking system is used to measure a position and orientation in 3 dimensional of active or passive marker. The active marker is made from infrared light-emitting and wireless passive marker is made from reflective sphere. Therefore, the stereo camera receives light from marker reflection or marker emission. The different pattern shape of each marker helps an optical stereo camera to separate and detect a three-dimensional position and orientation. Thus, the objects that attach with markers can determine a three-dimensional position and orientation in same coordinate relative to stereo camera.

In this paper is used a commercial optical tracking “Polaris Vicra” from Northern Digital Inc. The passive markers attach with C-arm, patient bone, Robot guidance. So, the optical tracking system can determine three-dimensional position and orientation in each these three objects. That position and orientation of these three objects is used to register an X-ray image coordinate (spatial coordinate) into world coordinate (three-dimensional coordinate). So, the real position and orientation of distal locking hold axes in world coordinate can be determined.

The homogenous transformations in each frame are shown in Figure 4. The optical tracking system is provided a transformation in each frame coordinate then we can find the transformation relationship between each frame.

The relationship between C-ram and bone is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

The relationship between robot guidance and bone is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

The relationship between robot guidance and C-ram is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

The relationship between stereo camera and an axis of distal hole is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

The relationship between C-ram and an axis of distal hole is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

The relationship between Robot guidance and an axis of distal hole is shown in this formula below.

\[ H = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & H^{-1} \alpha \end{vmatrix} \]

D. Guidance System

The user interface is a very important part in the computer navigation system. The main goal of user interface system is to make user easy to use and does not interfere a user in common operation. Many systems usually use a monitor to display graphic information that shows information of drilling tool model, bone model and drilling path trajectory. Hence, surgeon keep his eye looking at monitor then operates a drilling tool follow with the path that shown in a monitor. Therefore, surgeon needs to concentrate at monitor and also do an operation at the same time that leads to less concentration in operation.

This paper developed guidance system using surgical guidance robot. The robot is placed down at the side of operation table. At the end effector of robot is attached with laser pointing to point a trajectory path of distal interlocking holes then surgeons can easily drill a hole along with laser beam line. Therefore, surgeons can concentrate only in surgical area and do not swap concentrate between monitor and surgical area. The robot is consisted of four joints as shown in figure 5. The first joint used to move a robot parallel with distal interlocking hole. The second joint used to move a robot perpendicular with distal interlocking hole. The third joint used to move a robot when intramedullary nail tilt left or right. The last joint used to move an end of effector to mark a laser beam to the distal interlocking hole.
Moreover, the system provides an alert system that can warn a surgeon when the surgeon does not control a drilling tool along with a laser point. The alert system is created by modifying a drilling tool. The drilling tool is attached with a sensor at the rare of tool as shown in Figure 6. When a computer is calculated a trajectory path, the trajectory path will be sent to control a guidance robot for guiding a trajectory path. It is easy to control this guidance system because it does not interfere surgeons when they do the operation.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper presents a design and development of preliminary fluoroscopic navigation system. The system requires two or three fluoroscopic images to recover distal interlocking holes. The guidance system uses robot guidance. That robot is attached with laser to point a trajectory path and also provide an alert system to warn a surgeon when drill outside a laser beam. Therefore, it is easy for surgeons to operate this system. However, the limitation of this system is about a line of sight of the optical tracking and laser beam.
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